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ABSTRACT
Algorithms for determining the real eigenvalues of the confluent hypergeometric function known
as the Kummer function are presented. There is a need for a large number of eigenvalues in order
to describe thermally developing flow in the classic Graetz problem. Numerical approaches
using the power series definition for the real portion of the Kummer function M(a; b; z) are
implemented through user-friendly MATLAB functions to compute 150 eigenvalues for ducts of
circular, triangular, and square cross-section. Methods of iterative root calculation using
d. Comparison
with Graetz problem eigenvalues published in the literature using a finite number of terms for the
power series, hypergeometric function calculators, as well as asymptotic approximations is
provided to predict accuracy. The length of time needed to calculate a finite number of
eigenvalues is measured and compared for the algorithms presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The second order ordinary differential equation known as the Kummer function is
defined by an infinite power series, and the eigenvalues of this function are useful in problems
such as the Graetz problem for temperature profile of flow in a duct as well as applications in
quantum mechanics, nuclear physics, mechanical and electromagnetic wave propagation and
reflection, and pure mathematics (Georgiev & Georgieva-Grosse, 2005). This research primarily
concerns the application of determining these eigenvalues with regard for the classic Graetz
problem with an extension to Graetz problem in varying duct geometries.
The classic Graetz problem seeks to describe the thermal profile and heat transfer rate for
flow through a circular duct with the following assumptions:
1. Radial and tangential velocities are zero
2. Fluid properties are constant
3. Fluid is Newtonian
4. Flow is laminar
5. The wall temperature is constant
6. Axial conduction is negligible
7. Viscous dissipation is negligible
n,

of the real part of the Kummer function M(a; b; z) are required for

the determination of the dimensionless bulk temperature in the Graetz problem, according to (1).

(1)

1

The coefficient Dn may be evaluated using orthogonality. Following determination of the
dimensionless temperature profile, the local Nusselt number that describes the heat transfer
properties of the flow may be calculated using Equation 2.

(2)
Nux for
the range of flow locations is the end goal when defining the thermal profile for the classic
Graetz problem.
The eigenvalues necessary to evaluate (1) and (2) are those of the real solutions to the
confluent hypergeometric function known as the Kummer equation shown in (3).

(3)
The real part of the solution to the second order ordinary differential equation in (3) using
the dimensionless axial coordina

M(a; b; z), is defined by the power series in (4).

(4)
The values of this series for the classic Graetz problem with
Figure 1, where b = 1 and a = 0.5

/4.
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are shown in

Figure 1. Values of Kummer function for the classic Graetz problem
Due to the Kummer function reaching enormous values rapidly (over 700 at =15), the
eigenvalues must be determined using numerical methods. The necessary quantity of eigenvalues
to maintain accuracy depends on the region of flow being analyzed. A large quantity of
eigenvalues, over 120 according to Shah and London (1978), is required for developing flow and
as little as a single eigenvalue are required for developed flow. It is therefore desirable to
combine several methods for the determination of these eigenvalues into a single algorithm that
maintains consistent accuracy over the entire range of locations within a flow while minimizing
the computation time required.

3

Problem Statement
The purpose of this project is to develop an accurate and computationally efficient method for
calculating the eigenvalues of the complex hypergeometric function known as the Kummer
function to address the range of applications as well as limitations within the classic Graetz
problem.

Outcomes
The following are measures of the accuracy and computational efficiency of the algorithm.
Accuracy of computed eigenvalues using various techniques evaluated by comparison
with those published in the literature
Computation time analyzed for each method of eigenvalue determination and compared
with those published in the literature
This thesis seeks to combine several methods for computing the eigenvalues of the
Kummer function into a single algorithm for determining the necessary eigenvalues for the
classic Graetz problem and implement that algorithm with a MATLAB function. Multiple rootfinding techniques are analyzed and discussed. The accuracy and computation time for the
algorithm is compared with those from the literature.

4

LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review evaluated past work on solutions of the Graetz problem and
compare computational techniques for the eigenvalues of the Kummer function.

The Graetz Problem
In this section, a derivation of the classic Graetz problem is presented in order to illustrate
the stage at which the eigenvalues of the Kummer function are necessary. The classic Graetz
problem takes the following assumptions for a fluid flowing through a circular duct:
1. Radial and tangential velocities are zero
2. Fluid properties are constant
3. Fluid is Newtonian
4. Flow is laminar
5. The wall temperature is constant
6. Axial conduction is negligible
7. Viscous dissipation is negligible
It is also assumed that the flow is fully-developed hydrodynamically in order to analyze
thermally developing flow (Shah & London, 1978). For a parabolic velocity profile, the
following is true:
(5)

(6)
To get a fully-developed thermal profile, begin with a circular duct geometry with a constant
wall temperature as shown in Figure 2 below.
5

Figure 2. Variation of thermal properties with distance in the constant wall temperature problem
[Janna]
The thermal properties of this flow can be described by identifying a thermal profile of
temperature at locations within the flow, as well as the heat transfer properties for those same
locations. In order to accomplish those goals, energy is analyzed with cylindrical coordinates in
(7).

(7)

6

In the classic Graetz problem, it is assumed that axial heat conduction is negligible. Thus, the
temperature profile is only a function of radial and axial positions and (7) can be simplified to

(8)
With the boundary conditions

1.
2.
And initial condition
3.

Next, (8) is nondimensionalized by substituting the

as

described in the nomenclature.
The parabolic velocity profile becomes

(9)
Substitution of the other nondimensional terms into (8) yields

(10)
Now it should be noted that

(11)
The term from equation (10) that includes (11) is the axial conduction term, which may be
neglected for large values of the Peclet number, such as is the case in many engineering
7

applications. A large Peclet number implies that the properties of the flow do not depend to a
large degree on the properties downstream of a location.
This allows (10) to be simplified to

(12)
With the nondimensionalized boundary and initial conditions

1.
2.
3.
Evaluating the derivative from the right-hand side of (12) yields

(13)
A product solution is assumed of the form
(14)
Where the derivatives are as follows

Substitution of (14) and the relevant derivatives into (13) yields

(15)
8

Dividing through by

yields a separable equation in terms of G and Z.

(16)

Solving for Z yields

(17)
This has a solution of
(18)

Solving for G is more difficult, as it involves the following second-order differential equation

(19)
With boundary and initial conditions

1.
2.
3.
Now in order to create a more easily solvable equation, the following variables are introduced as
shown in (20).
(20)
Where

and
9

Such that

or
Substitution of the new variables and application of the chain rule to (19) yields the (21):

(21)
Equation (21
given in the form shown in (22).

(22)
For the assumptions of the classic Graetz problem, the coefficients of the Kummer equation are:

shown in (23).
(23)
As the solution must be finite for flow that is thermally fully-developed, only the eigenvalues for
need be calculated to satisfy the initial conditions and define the thermal profile. The solution
then simplifies to
(24)
The eigenvalues for

in (24) may be obtained from the power series restated from (4).

10

need arises to determine the zeros of M
numerically, and these methods are described in detail in the Methods section of this paper. Once
the eigenvalues are determined, the temperature profile may be determined from the series

(25)
The coefficients Dn may be calculated using the orthogonality of the series.
Upon determining the temperature profile, the local Nusselt number may be calculated by
integrating the

(26)
As Nusselt (1910) derived, the above simplifies to only the first term (shown below) of each
series for large values of the dimensionless axial coordinate , interpreted as thermally fullydeveloped flow at some axial distance along the conduit.

(27)
For developing flow where

, the determination of the thermal profile and properties

requires significantly more eigenvalues in order to calculate values with a high degree of
accuracy. This number exceeds an order of 120 according to Shah and London (1978).
11

Review of Major Contributions to Graetz Problem Solutions
The problem of describing the thermal profile for fluid moving through a duct with
constant wall temperature has been studied in-depth and improved steadily since being first
analyzed with documentation in 1885 by Graetz. Research initially focused on the problem of
fully-developed, laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid with a constant wall temperature in a circular
duct.
Nusselt (1910)

st three terms of the power

series definition for the confluent hypergeometric function, or CHF, to calculate the necessary
eigenvalues. He is also responsible for establishing the parameter now known as the Nusselt
number, Nu. For the conditions of the classic Graetz problem described previously, Nusselt
found that the value of Nu asymptotically approaches 3.6567935 in thermally fully-developed
flow for the case of negligible heat conduction along the axial direction of the flow. An
important result of Nus

behavior of the thermal profile approaches a

steady condition downstream, the number of eigenvalues necessary to determine the thermal
profile also decreases. Therefore, only the thermally developing region requires a large number
of eigenvalues.
Abramowitz (1953) performed similar analysis to Nusselt using 5 eigenvalues of the CHF
with a rapidly converging series solution.
Sellars, Tribus, and Klein (1954) utilized only 3 eigenvalues and pursued development of
an asymptotic approximation to replace explicit calculation of eigenvalues using WKB
approximation. This approximation was based on earlier work by Lauwerier. The first 10
eigenvalues for the case of flow in a duct of circular cross-section are published in Table 1. Their
approximation of the eigenvalues is as shown in (28).
12

(28)
The eigenvalues as published for the circular cross-section are shown in Table 1, an excerpt from
the original table published in Sellars et al.

Table 1. First Ten Eigenvalues for the Classic Graetz Problem from Sellars et al. (1954), Brown
(1960), Newman (1973)
n
1
2
3
4
5

Sellars et al.
2 2/3
6 2/3
10 2/3
14 2/3
18 2/3

Brown
2.7043644199
6.6790314493
10.6733795381
14.6710784627
18.6698718645

Newman
2.70436443
6.67903145
10.6733795
14.6710785
18.6698719

6
7
8
9
10

22 2/3
26 2/3
30 2/3
34 2/3
38 2/3

22.6691433588
26.6686619960
30.6683233409
34.6680738224
38.6678833469

22.66914336
26.66866200
30.66832334
34.66807382
38.66788335

11

42.6677338055

It is worthwhile to note the low precision of the results from Sellars et al. (1954), though those
results agreed with the previous results of Jakob for moderate and large

n,

concluding

(p7).
Brown (1960) calculated the first 11 eigenvalues of the CHF to be used in the Graetz
problem with an accuracy of 10 decimal points. These values are shown in column 3 of Table 1.
He also presented the first 6 eigenfunctions necessary in order to determine the thermal profile.
In order to deal with the developing flow region in the Graetz problem where the
dimensionless axial coordinate is small, Newman (1967) compared the three-term Lévêque
approximation and the Graetz series. The first five eigenvalues for evaluation of the Graetz series
13

were taken from Abramowitz, while the sixth through thirtieth eigenvalues were calculated using
the asymptotic approximation from Sellars et al. Newman noted that the Lévêque solution
including higher order terms was more effective than evaluating the Graetz series in this
developing flow region, and that rounding errors in the Graetz series became an issue only for
values of the dimensionless axial position less than 10 3.
Newman (1969) continued increasing the accuracy of calculation for the eigenvalues and
subsequently the solution of the classic Graetz problem by adding terms to the approximation
developed by Lauwerier and Sellars, Tribus, and Klein, resulting in the five-term asymptotic
approximation to explicitly calculate those eigenvalues shown in (29). This was done by solving
a Sturm-Liouville system of equations to determine not only the eigenvalues, but also
eigenfunctions, using (29) and (30) respectively.
(29)

(30)
The following relationships and values are used for equations (29) and (30).
C = 1.012787288
S1 = 0.159152288

L1 = 0.144335160

S2 = 0.0114856354

L2 = 0.115555556

S3

L3

4731440

S4

L4
L5

This asymptotic form allows higher-order eigenvalues to be calculated without calculating a
large number of power series terms for the Kummer function as part of the numerical method of
determining eigenvalues. The eigenvalues to 9 or 10 significant digits as calculated by Newman
14

are shown in Table 1. Also of note from the work in Newman (1969) is that asymptotic forms for
the coefficients used in the series that defines the local Nusselt number were simultaneously
developed.
In the majority of previous work addressing the Graetz problem, axial conduction was
ignored. Axial heat conduction effects were considered by Grosjean, Pahor, and Strand (1963)
who developed a relationship for Nu as a function of Pe. No further eigenvalues of higher order
or higher accuracy were produced by Grosjean et al., as the majority of work concerned fully
thermally developed flow and only approximations using a few terms and thus eigenvalues were
necessary in those cases.
Ash and Heinbockel (1970) went on to refine Grosjean, Pahor, and

work by use

of the confluent hypergeometric function. However, they used only the first eigenvalue of the
CHF, satisfied that it was sufficient for fully-developed flow based on only a slight variation in
results from previous results. Other notable contributions to the classic Graetz problem prior to
1978 include Brinkman et al. accounting for viscous dissipation in the system and Whiteman and
-depth survey of contributions may be
found in Shah and London (1978).
Recent work with the Graetz problem has focused on developing efficient computation
methods with high accuracy.
Wang, Ameel, and Warrington (1996) investigated accuracy of computation as a function
of the number of included terms in the Kummer equation solution for the Graetz problem in slip
assigns a value of
concluded that approximately 5n terms are needed to maintain accuracy in determining
sequential eigenvalues. Thus, they created an algorithm that sought to calculate efficiently higher
15

eigenvalues with an asymptotic approach. The equation used to calculate these eigenvalues
asymptotically for various values of

31).

for

(31)

This asymptotic approach failed to achieve acceptable accuracy for low orders n, thus a separate
algorithm for the first four eigenvalues was created and utilized to maintain acceptable accuracy
for the full spectrum of eigenvalues. The authors utilized MathCad 5.0 for their computations
and only assessed the accuracy of the first four eigenvalues for increasing values of , surmising
that higher order eigenvalues would have error below 1%. The difficulties mentioned in accuracy
over a wide range of n serves to reinforce the need for a reliable method of computation for the
eigenvalues with known accuracy. Additionally, the authors concede that previous work with the
Graetz problem being limited to the case of a single value for the

coefficient promotes the

evaluation of modern techniques for computing the relevant eigenvalues. This work was more
succinctly published by Wang, Gu, and Yu (1996).
Housiadas, Larrodé, and Drossinos (1998) evaluated different mathematical methods of
calculating the eigenvalues used for the Graetz problem using 150 terms in their series solution
to define the thermal profile with 12 decimal points of accuracy. This work sought to establish a
known accuracy for a well-defined computational method focusing on comparison of the series
solution and the Lévêque approximation with varying numbers of terms. Evaluations for a full
solution for the Graetz problem were performed using Mathematica, calculating 150
eigenfunctions, and taking approximately 85 hours of computation time. Of note were the
absolute errors assessed for the various computation methods as a function of the order n of the
determined eigenfunction as shown in Figure 3.
16

Figure 3. Absolute error in the computation of the eigenfunctions [Housiadas et al]

An important conclusion drawn by the authors is that 40 is roughly the maximum order of
eigenfunction that can be evaluated with methods of power series or Bessel functions with
minimal effort, suggesting that the three-term Lévêque approximation be used for

.

Both evaluation methods require eigenvalues in order to be effected. This implies that additional
terms for the Lévêque
Haase, Chapman, Tsai, Lohse, and Lammertink (2015) extended the Graetz problem to
continuum flows with finite slip conditions and incorporated both solution methods of Graetz
and Lévêque, Their solution numerically evaluated the Nusselt profiles for the flow. Evaluation
of the developing flow region near the inlet was done using the Lévêque approximation to avoid
calculation of a large number of eigenvalues. Of note, Haase et al. use
17

to define the region of thermally developing flow. This approximation is given in (32), where the
value of = 1/3 for a parabolic velocity profile, and

= 1/2 for a uniform velocity profile

(Haase et al., 2015, p. 764 R3-3).

(32)
Numerical computation was performed using the MATLAB pdepe solver and function pdeval.
The pdepe

-boundary value problems for parabolic-elliptic [partial

differential equations] in 1-

using a specified mesh, while the pdeval

function evaluates solutions from the pdepe solver. Additionally, a polynomial fit was used to
describe the Nusselt number as a function of the non-dimensional axial coordinate between
values of

and

. Haase et al. focused on the effects of finite wall slip on the velocity

profile of the thermally developing region, and their results indicate that incorporation of
boundary layer effects in the thermal profile may reduce the accuracy from the assumption of the
parabolic velocity profile. The larger the slip distance, the less closely the developed Nu value
follows that for a parabolic velocity profile.
Letelier, Hinojosa, and Siginer (2016) presented an analytical solution to the Graetz
problem for varying duct geometries. Their solution used 10 eigenvalues of the Kummer
function, though the parameters a and b varied dependent on the geometry in question.

(33)
The parameter k in (33) denotes the number of sides of the cross-sectional geometry. This
appears to be implemented with minimal effort in the MATLAB implementation intended in this
project.
18

Table 2. First ten eigenvalues for the Graetz problem in tubes with circular, triangular, and
square cross-sections (Letelier et al., 2016)
n
1
2
3
4
5

Circular (k=0)
2.7044
6.6790
10.6730
14.6710
18.6700

Triangular (k=3)
8.4221
12.5208
16.5655
20.5905
24.6064

Square (k=4)
10.3391
14.4534
18.5116
22.5465
26.5695

6
7
8
9
10

22.6700
26.6687
30.6683
34.6680
38.6680

28.6172
32.6251
36.6310
40.6355
44.6392

30.5858
34.5878
38.6070
42.6134
46.6201

Recently, Belhocine and Wan Omar (2017) developed an analytical method that uses
separation of variables in conjunction with the CHF to solve the Graetz problem exactly. In their
solution method, it is explicitly suggested to determine the eigenvalues for the hypergeometric
function using MATLAB. In the equation, the eigenvalues are

n.

(34)
The eigenfunctions for the classic Graetz problem follow from (34), as shown in (35).

(35)
F is the hypergeometric function with
weighting term,

n

the eigenvalues calculated from the roots of (34). A

, is added to reduce the effect of the exponential nature of the Kummer

function. Their suggested general solution for the bulk temperature at the centerline of the duct is
shown in (36).

19

(36)
Their evaluation of the presented analytical solution used only five terms of the proposed
series and yielded similar results to the approximation solution with the exception of small
values of where the dimensionless temperature appears to exceed the wall temperature. They
comment that small values of the non-dimensional axial coordinate require a multitude of terms
from the series solution to make up for slow convergence. Belhocine & Wan Omar go on to
suggest using numerical methods such as finite difference or collocation to compare with their
exact results.

Contributions to the Computation of Eigenvalues
Several different algorithms and methods were evaluated to determine the best
computational implementation for determining eigenvalues of the CHF in the classic Graetz
problem.
One of the most robust algorithms was first developed by Dekker in 1969 and utilized the
basic methods for determining the zero for a function of iterative bisection and inverse quadratic
interpolation. This algorithm involves stepping through successive intervals while determining
the existence of a sign change within that interval. Eventually, with a sign change present, the
interval size is reduced repeatedly until some threshold width, which depends on the precision of
the machine, where either 1) a secant line between the interval endpoints or 2) inverse quadratic
interpolation would be used to determine a coordinate for which the function value equals zero.
An improvement to

algorithm by Brent (1971) placed an additional condition

for application of the inverse quadratic interpolation in that the value of the difference between
20

two successive, calculated end coordinates must be less than a specified delta value. This delta is
some multiple of the machine tolerance.

decides whether to use bisection, the

secant method, or inverse quadratic interpolation at each step of the iteration in finding a zero
that is bracketed by two values. The algorithm created by Brent is still in use today as the basis
fzero function.
Muller (2001) explored five different methods of calculating values of the
hypergeometric function:
1. Continued fraction for a power series in x
2. Asymptotic series in x-1
3. Rational approximation
4. Exact power series in x-1 and Gamma functions
5. Power series in x and Beta functions
Muller recommends that in order to select a method from those above, compute the coefficients a
and b for both the Kummer function and the Kummer function with an applied Kummer
transformation, then calculate a value for R1 from (37).

(37)
Based on the criterion of R1 value, it was concluded that Method 3 works best for the largest
range of values, up to R1 = 4000, however suffering exponentially slower computation time for
increasing values of R1
[R1

tion methods,

it seems that direct calculation or Kummer function values has a limited effectiveness for highorder terms and that some method of approximation should eventually be used.
21

Bisht (2015) proposed a series of programs written in C to build on S
of zeros of the CHF in 1960.

computed to seven decimal places,

Bisht sought to compute the eigen values with improved accuracy and computing efficacy. This
effort computed the zeros using a variety of real inputs a and b to the CHF and not just the case
of the classic Graetz problem. Eigenvalues were determined using

of the

general form in (38).

(38)
The function y denotes the Kummer function, with the relationship given in (39) used to
calculate a value for the derivative.

(39)
Using an initial guess of X0, the algorithm begins by calculating a term X1 as shown in (40).

(40)
The cycle then proceeds until (41).

(41)
-finding
to the Kummer function. This is likely due to the difficulties in computing a value for the
derivative of the Kummer function for higher order eigenvalues.
Previous results from the literature presented in this review have included the first 10 or
11 eigenvalues as determined for the classic Graetz problem. Several methods have been
considered for determining eigenvalues of the confluent hypergeometric function with varying
22

parameters a, b, and z. The goal of this work is to first replicate results of the published
eigenvalues for the classic Graetz problem using numerical root-finding methods implemented in
MATLAB, then offer eigenvalues with higher precision, as well as values for the higher order
eigenvalues not explicitly published in the literature. Computation time per eigenvalue will also
be evaluated for the algorithms in an effort to justify one numerical approach over another. A
secondary goal for this work is to publish a number of higher order eigenvalues for the classic
Graetz problem with triangular and square duct cross-sectional geometries, as values for the
higher order eigenvalues were not explicitly found in the literature.

23

METHODS
In pursuit of implementing an algorithm in MATLAB that calculates all necessary
eigenvalues in order to describe completely a temperature profile to a desired accuracy for the
classic Graetz problem, the first major step is to define the Kummer function as a MATLAB
function.

Defining the Kummer function
Three different methods for calculating values of the Kummer Function were explored:
1. The sum of a power series with a finite (and specifiable) number of terms
2. Using the in-built MATLAB hypergeom function
3. The asymptotic formula published by Newman (1969)
The first method requires less computation time for a value of the Kummer function as
the number of terms used can be adjusted adaptive
situations that require fewer terms such as fully-developed flow.
The second method is not customizable and therefore carries a longer compute time, but a
hypergeom function also uses a power series, though defined by
the generalized hypergeometric function F(N, D, Z) also known as the Barnes extended
hypergeometric function. This function is defined in (42) below.

(42)
Where

(43)
24

The third method directly computes a value for an eigenvalue of specified order and
neither requires nor allows for customization. MATLAB functions for all three methods of
defining the Kummer function are included in APPENDIX I: MATLAB Kummer Function
Definitions.
One important parameter that must be addressed in order to maximize accuracy for
calculating eigenvalues of the Kummer function is the floating-point precision to be used in
calculations. By default, MATLAB will perform all calculations using double floating-point
precision numbers with a typical numerical accuracy of 15-16 digits (The Mathworks, Inc., 2018,
p2-117). This precision may be altered through the variable point arithmetic, or vpa, function,
which processes calculations numerically while preserving a specified number of digits (The
Mathworks, Inc., 2018, p2-115). This is fed to MATLAB using the digits variable in conjunction
with the vpa function. As MATLAB will convert all inputs to double precision (64 bits), use of
this function allows tuning of the precision within the algorithm.

Root-Finding Methods
In order to determine the zeros numerically, different root-finding methods were considered as
well as asymptotic formulae where appropriate.
In all cases, a finite interval was determined that contained at least one eigenvalue by the
existence of a sign change within that interval. This interval was initially chosen to be from 0 to
1, though choice of an initial interval only needs to prohibit exclusion of the first eigenvalue,
shown to be at approximately 2.7044 for the classic Graetz problem solutions in the literature.
The algorithm tests for the existence of a sign change by determining values of the Kummer
function at the endpoints of the interval. If this condition is not met, the interval is stepped
25

forward by a specified step size chosen to be 1, and the right endpoint becomes the new left
endpoint. When a sign change is determined, a root-finding method is applied.
In the case where only a rough, fast value is desired, iterative bisection of the interval
containing the root and determination of the root by secant method can be used. As a goal of this
research is to achieve

was selected for determining

the eigenvalues of the Kummer function. This was accomplished through use of the MATLAB
fzero
Unfortunately, the fzero

double

excludes application of variable precision arithmetic, thereby limiting the accuracy of the output
to that of double-precision arithmetic.
Full MATLAB implementation of the root-finding methods using the previously
described Kummer function definitions are included in APPENDIX II: MATLAB Algorithms.
-finding ultimately failed due to creating a

Eigenvalues for Varying Duct Geometry
A secondary goal of enabling computation of eigenvalues for varying duct geometries
was also implemented during the course of algorithm design. The duct geometry was defined by
the value of k and the eigenvalues are evaluated using different parameters for the Kummer
function coefficients a and b as described by (33). The k value denotes the number of side
segments

-sectional geometry, with the classic Graetz case of a circular duct

being k = 0.
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The MATLAB function takes the following inputs:
1. Dimensionless axial coordinate
2. Duct geometry (k), taken as k = 0 if no input
The values needed to perform root-finding are then calculated using the aforementioned
methods.

Output of the Algorithms
The algorithms were designed to output two arrays:
1. An n x 2 array, where n is the highest order eigenvalue to be determined, with column
one corresponding to the order of the eigenvalue computed and column two the actual
eigenvalue.
2. An n x 2 array, where n is the highest order eigenvalue to be determined, with column
one corresponding to the order of the eigenvalue computed and column two the
computation time for that eigenvalue.
Outputs for all executions of the algorithms were stored in MATLAB .mat files for future
analysis.

Evaluating the Algorithms
The algorithm implementations in MATLAB were evaluated in two ways. First, all
eigenvalues were directly compared to those published in the literature by Brown (1960) and
Newman (1969). Second, the time to calculate roots will be compared for the various rootfinding procedures using statistical analysis.
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In order to best address the number of eigenvalues necessary for a solution to the Graetz
problem, it is noted that fully-developed flow occurs beyond values of 0.05 for the dimensionless
er of eigenvalues required significantly decreases, and
as few as a single eigenvalue are necessary for asymptotic approximations. For the purposes of

each algorithm. This follows the su
sufficient in thi
Computation time data was collected simultaneously during each
tic and toc functions to determine elapsed time via coordination with the CPU clock. Ten trials
were completed for each algorithm in order to evaluate the average compute time per root. The
data was then analyzed using one-way ANOVA to compare average compute time between
algorithms.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The eigenvalues for the Kummer function in the context of the classic Graetz problem
were determined using the previously described function definitions and algorithms.

Comparison of Eigenvalues
The first 11 eigenvalues calculated for each algorithm are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. First 11 eigenvalues of Kummer function calculated for each algorithm
Koziel hypergeom and
n
1

Brown (1960)

Newman (1969)

2.7043644198825

Sellars et al. (1954)
2 2/3

2.7043644199

2.70436443

2

6.6790314493466

6 2/3

6.6790314493

6.67903145

3

10.6733795380537

10 2/3

10.6733795381

10.6733795

4

14 2/3

5

14.6710784627362
18.6698718644512

18 2/3

14.6710784627
18.6698718645

14.6710785
18.6698719

6

22.6691433588373

22 2/3

22.6691433588

22.66914336

7

26.6686619960115

26 2/3

26.6686619960

26.66866200

8

30.6683233409175

30 2/3

30.6683233409

30.66832334

34.6680738224338
10 38.6678833468598

34 2/3

34.6680738224
38.6678833469

34.66807382
38.66788335

9

38 2/3

11 42.6677338055420

42.6677338055

As can be seen from the values in Table 3, all methods yielded similar results for the
eigenvalues of the Kummer function. The asymptotic approximation predictably yielded the
poorest agreement for low order eigenvalues. Tables containing the results of each algorithm and
the mean compute time for each eigenvalue can be found in APPENDIX III: Results from
algorithm execution.
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Table 4 illustrates the agreement of the algorithms against those of Brown (1960), with a
more positive value indicated a larger deviation from published eigenvalues. The data showed
that pure iterative bisection with the power series calculation of values yields poor accuracy for
the low order eigenvalues, as does the asymptotic approximation. The accuracy of those two
approaches improves for higher order eigenvalues.
hypergeom definition of the Kummer function yields the closest values to those published by
Brown (1960) and thus Newman (1969), with differences partially attributed to rounding of
computed values.
Table 4. Log(Percent Error) from the Results of Brown (1960)

N
1
2
3
4
5

150 Terms of
150 Terms of
Power Series and Power Series and
iterative
bisection only
-2.7973
-9.1898
-3.8594
-9.1560
-4.9616
-9.3627
-5.7977
-9.6078
-6.7453
-9.5827

Hypergeom and
-9.1898
-9.1560
-9.3627
-9.6078
-9.5827

Asymptotic
approximation
-0.915
-3.195
-4.448
-5.319
-5.987

6
7
8
9
10

-7.6878
-8.6614
-9.4977
-10.1858
-9.9469

-9.7837
-10.3653
-10.2436
-10.0110
-9.9832

-9.7837
-10.3653
-10.2436
-10.0110
-9.9832

-6.529
-6.985
-7.380
-7.730
-8.034

11

-10.0280

-10.0068

-10.0068

-8.329

fzero

Function values at interval

endpoints must be finite and real

0. In fact,

the eigenvalues determined by this method for n = 29 and n = 30 were identical.
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The results from the algorithm utilizing the hypergeom function

of

root-finding agreed increasingly with the asymptotic approximation as the order of eigenvalues
approached 25. At n = 25, the percent difference between the two algorithms was a minimum of
~7 x 10

12

. From that point, the values began to diverge, exceeding a 2% difference by n = 39.

In evaluating the effectiveness of a finite number of terms for the power series, the

were directly compared for the first 30 terms. The two algorithms showed close agreement with a
percent difference below 10 7 for the determined eigenvalues, though increasing as order
increased.

Comparison with Results from Hinojosa et al.
The function definition for the Kummer function with variable geometries as denoted by
the value for k was executed for

values from 0 to 10 at increments of 0.01. Those results are

illustrated in Figure 4. Increased values for k resulted in larger determined values for each
eigenvalues at all orders.
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Figure 4. Values for Kummer Function with variable geometry
The results computed from the current work for the first 10 eigenvalues for each duct geometry
match those of Letelier et al. (2016) rounded to the published decimal place. Comparison of
results for a duct of circular cross-section (k = 0) can be found in Table 5. Comparisons of results
for ducts of triangular (k = 3) and square (k = 4) cross-sections can be found in Table 6 and Table
7 respectively.
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Table 5. Comparison of current results for variable geometry with that of Letelier et al. (2016)
for a duct of circular cross-section (k = 0)
n
1
2
3
4
5

Letelier et al.
2.7044
6.6790
10.6730
14.6710
18.6700

Current work
2.70436441988253
6.67903144934663
10.6733795380537
14.6710784627362
18.6698718644512

6
7
8
9
10

22.6700
26.6687
30.6683
34.6680
38.6680

22.6691433588373
26.6686619960115
30.6683233409175
34.6680738224338
38.6678833468598

Table 6. Comparison of current results for variable geometry with that of Letelier et al. (2016)
for a duct of triangular cross-section (k = 3)
n
1
2
3
4
5

Letelier et al.
8.4221
12.5208
16.5655
20.5905
24.6064

Current work
8.42212719964778
12.5208415774055
16.5654500379366
20.5905136451775
24.6063820932271

6
7
8
9
10

28.6172
32.6251
36.6310
40.6355
44.6392

28.6172336582965
32.6250685017007
36.6309589518340
40.6355288627884
44.6391644385006
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Table 7. Comparison of current results for variable geometry with that of Letelier et al. (2016)
for a duct of square cross-section (k = 4)
n
1
2
3
4
5

Letelier et al.
10.3391
14.4534
18.5116
22.5465
26.5695

Current work
10.3390625758122
14.4534319639385
18.5115770885553
22.5464740865031
26.5695440121979

6
7
8
9
10

30.5858
34.5878
38.6070
42.6134
46.6201

30.5858130121518
34.5978335685553
38.6070350526752
42.6142774947504
46.6201077979672

Analysis of Computation Time by Algorithm
The average time for an order was computed by averaging the ten trials per order for each
algorithm. The connect line plot in Figure 5 shows the average time for ten trials for each order.
Due to the large differences in the magnitude of the computation times, the common
logarithm was taken of the average computation time.
The algorithm using hypergeom,

Hypergeometric in Figure 5, had a positive

trend in computation time indicating that the higher the order the longer the algorithm took. This
algorithm had variation between orders 40 and 70. This algorithm was the largest computation
time for each order.
The asymptotic algorithm had a relatively constant trend in computation time. This
algorithm decreased computation time after the first order and then quickly settled for the rest of
the 150 orders. This algorithm was the median computation time for each order.
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Figure 5. Comparison of average compute time per root for each algorithm

The algorithm using 150 terms for the power series, iterative bisection, and secant
method had similar computation times to the asymptotic algorithm for the first 20 orders. There
was a sharp decrease in computation time after the 20th order and then started to rise until the
50th order. Another sharp decrease occurred after the 50th order and remained relatively constant
until the 120th order. The last decrease occurred after the 120th order and remain constant until
the 150th order. This algorithm was the fastest computation time for each order.
Statistical analysis of the computation time for each root within the three algorithms
produced the statistical descriptives shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Average computation time descriptives

A one-way ANOVA was computed comparing the average computation time of order by
type of algorithm. The results of that analysis are shown in Table 9. A significant difference was
found among the algorithms (F(2,447) = 504.817, p < 0.001).

Table 9. One-way ANOVA results for the algorithms

Finally,
algorithms. The results for this analysis are shown in Table 10. This analysis revealed that the
Asymptotic algorithm and Power Series algorithm both had statistically significant lower
computation times (M = .0047371, SD = .0003447; M = .008289, SD = .0013329) than the
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Hypergeometric algorithm (M = 28.57012, SD = 15.57214). The Asymptotic and Power Series
algorithms were not significantly different from each other.

Table 10

analysis revealed that the Asymptotic algorithm and Power Series algorithm both had statistically
significant lower computation times (M = .0047371, SD = .0003447; M = .008289, SD =
.0013329) than the Hypergeometric algorithm (M = 28.57012, SD = 15.57214). The Asymptotic
and Power Series algorithms were not significantly different from each other.
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CONCLUSIONS
A total of 150 eigenvalues were determined for the three primary algorithms described.
All three algorithms produced eigenvalues with 64-bit or double-precision floating-point values.
These results are included in the tables in Appendix I. Comparison of eigenvalue results with
those published in the literature showed the highest degree of agreement from the algorithm
hypergeom function an

-finding. Analysis of

compute time per root for each of the algorithms showed that this algorithm also carried the
highest computation time, requiring approximately 90 minutes to compute 150 eigenvalues. The
algorithms using only the power series definition of the Kummer function with a finite number
of terms required significantly less time to compute each root on average than the other methods,
but the largest degree of deviation from published eigenvalues.
Attempts to compute eige

rror
-

finding provides a reasonable convergence rate without calculation of the derivative. Asymptotic
methods produce eigenvalues quickly, but fail to provide the desired accuracy at low orders. It is
therefore recommended to compute the eigenvalues of the Kummer function in the case of the
classic Graetz Problem with various duct geometries using a combination
conjunction with the power series definition of the CHF and asymptotic methods to produce the
most precise results.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Future analysis of the Graetz problem will likely require some application of eigenvalues
of the Kummer function. This paper focused on analyzing methods for determining eigenvalues
of the classic Graetz problem with additional considerations for other duct geometries. As such,
it is desirable to extend the contained algorithms to address the Graetz problem case with finite
slip, such as studied by Wang et al. (1996), cases with non-parabolic velocity profiles as
investigated by Haase et al. (2015), and others not explicitly considered in this research.
A large number of eigenvalues is needed to describe thermally developing flow in a duct
due to the asymptotic nature of the temperature and thermal properties at the thermal entrance
region. Future calculation of eigenvalues should couple direct computation of the eigenvalues by
power series and computation by asymptotic formulae. Comparison of asymptotic
approximations to results calculated from the Kummer function series definition may indicate a
specific order of eigenvalue where it becomes desirable to choose one method of eigenvalue
computation to the other. Similarly, evaluation of Graetz problem solutions using the eigenvalues
published within this research may also be worth comparing to those results from the literature.
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APPENDIX III: Results from algorithm execution
Table 11. Results from power series (150 terms) with iterative bisection and secant method only
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

1
2
3
4
5

2.7043212890625
6.6790222167969
10.6733783721924
14.6710782289505
18.6698718309402

0.0077923377394
0.0022802988789
0.0029207369397
0.0028990866809
0.0036597714493

6
7
8
9
10

22.6691433541477
26.6686619954184
30.6683233408025
34.6680738224226
38.6678833468563

0.0030462499265
0.0034289328792
0.0040594235238
0.0041433914194
0.0036515794595

11
12
13
14
15

42.6677338055400
46.6676136978134
50.6675153950959
54.6674336526752
58.6673647548663

0.0036553828834
0.0036588937361
0.0036457280382
0.0036688411523
0.0036586011651

16
17
18
19
20

62.6673060011057
66.6672553849616
70.6672113869076
74.6671728366213
78.6671388192348

0.0036597714493
0.0036893211269
0.0037308662181
0.0037206262308
0.0037481279109

21
22
23
24
25

82.6671086099754
86.6670816278160
90.6670574018903
94.6670355469200
98.6670157448229

0.0037203336597
0.0037203336597
0.0037144822384
0.0037159450938
0.0037244296547

26
27
28
29
30

102.6669977307650
106.6669812828140
110.6669662133760
114.6669523631070
117.6669523631080

0.0037282330785
0.0037370102104
0.0037440319160
0.0037384730658
0.0001892934789
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Table 11. Results from power series (150 terms) with iterative bisection and secant method only
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

31
32
33
34
35

121.9169523631080
125.9794523631080
129.9950773631080
133.9989836131080
137.9999601756080

0.0002396157021
0.0003121733261
0.0003812200974
0.0004540702925
0.0006351717816

36
37
38
39
40

141.9999906931860
145.9999983225800
149.9999992762550
153.9999997530920
157.9999999915100

0.0007170916798
0.0008191989814
0.0008428972376
0.0008768354811
0.0010576443992

41
42
43
44
45

161.9999999989610
165.9999999998920
169.9999999999500
173.9999999999800
177.9999999999940

0.0011638476957
0.0013133515098
0.0013455343269
0.0013774245730
0.0014499821971

46
47
48
49
50

181.9999999999980
186.0000000000000
190.0000000000000
194.0000000000000
198.0000000000000

0.0014871387223
0.0015927568767
0.0016401533892
0.0016653145007
0.0017124184422

51
52
53
54
55

201.0000000000000
205.0000000000000
209.0000000000000
213.0000000000000
217.0000000000000

0.0000781164743
0.0000710947687
0.0000710947687
0.0000710947687
0.0000708021977

56
57
58
59
60

221.0000000000000
225.0000000000000
229.0000000000000
233.0000000000000
237.0000000000000

0.0000710947687
0.0000708021977
0.0000708021977
0.0000705096266
0.0000708021977

61
62

241.0000000000000
245.0000000000000

0.0000708021977
0.0000705096266
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Table 11. Results from power series (150 terms) with iterative bisection and secant method only
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

63
64
65

249.0000000000000
253.0000000000000
257.0000000000000

0.0000705096266
0.0000705096266
0.0000705096266

66
67
68
69
70

261.0000000000000
265.0000000000000
269.0000000000000
273.0000000000000
277.0000000000000

0.0000702170555
0.0000795793296
0.0000798719007
0.0000798719007
0.0000798719007

71
72
73
74
75

281.0000000000000
285.0000000000000
289.0000000000000
293.0000000000000
297.0000000000000

0.0000795793296
0.0000798719007
0.0000795793296
0.0000792867586
0.0000789941875

76
77
78
79
80

301.0000000000000
305.0000000000000
309.0000000000000
313.0000000000000
317.0000000000000

0.0000699244845
0.0000699244845
0.0000699244845
0.0000699244845
0.0000696319134

81
82
83
84
85

321.0000000000000
325.0000000000000
329.0000000000000
333.0000000000000
337.0000000000000

0.0000696319134
0.0000699244845
0.0000696319134
0.0000810421849
0.0000836753245

86
87
88
89
90

341.0000000000000
345.0000000000000
349.0000000000000
353.0000000000000
357.0000000000000

0.0000836753245
0.0000833827535
0.0000836753245
0.0000830901824
0.0000833827535

91
92
93
94
95

361.0000000000000
365.0000000000000
369.0000000000000
373.0000000000000
377.0000000000000

0.0000836753245
0.0000895267458
0.0000710947687
0.0000708021977
0.0000708021977
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Table 11. Results from power series (150 terms) with iterative bisection and secant method only
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

96
97
98
99
100

381.0000000000000
385.0000000000000
389.0000000000000
393.0000000000000
397.0000000000000

0.0000710947687
0.0000710947687
0.0000708021977
0.0000708021977
0.0000710947687

101
102
103
104
105

401.0000000000000
405.0000000000000
409.0000000000000
413.0000000000000
417.0000000000000

0.0000708021977
0.0000693393424
0.0000690467713
0.0000690467713
0.0000690467713

106
107
108
109
110

421.0000000000000
425.0000000000000
429.0000000000000
433.0000000000000
437.0000000000000

0.0000690467713
0.0000687542002
0.0000687542002
0.0000687542002
0.0000687542002

111
112
113
114
115

441.0000000000000
445.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
453.0000000000000
457.0000000000000

0.0000830901824
0.0000827976113
0.0000827976113
0.0000827976113
0.0000825050403

116
117
118
119
120

461.0000000000000
465.0000000000000
467.0000000000000
469.0000000000000
471.0000000000000

0.0000827976113
0.0000827976113
0.0000468113704
0.0000415450912
0.0000356936699

121
122
123
124
125

473.0000000000000
475.0000000000000
477.0000000000000
479.0000000000000
481.0000000000000

0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988
0.0000356936699

126
127
128

483.0000000000000
485.0000000000000
487.0000000000000

0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988
0.0000359862410
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Table 11. Results from power series (150 terms) with iterative bisection and secant method only
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

129
130

489.0000000000000
491.0000000000000

0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988

131
132
133
134
135

493.0000000000000
495.0000000000000
497.0000000000000
499.0000000000000
501.0000000000000

0.0000354010988
0.0000351085278
0.0000356936699
0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988

136
137
138
139
140

503.0000000000000
505.0000000000000
507.0000000000000
509.0000000000000
511.0000000000000

0.0000356936699
0.0000354010988
0.0000356936699
0.0000351085278
0.0000348159567

141
142
143
144
145

513.0000000000000
515.0000000000000
517.0000000000000
519.0000000000000
521.0000000000000

0.0000354010988
0.0000351085278
0.0000354010988
0.0000354010988
0.0000351085278

146
147
148
149
150

523.0000000000000
525.0000000000000
527.0000000000000
529.0000000000000
531.0000000000000

0.0000351085278
0.0000354010988
0.0000433005176
0.0000345233856
0.0000345233856
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Table 12

method of root-finding
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

1
2
3
4
5

2.70436441988253
6.67903144934663
10.6733795380537
14.6710784627362
18.6698718644512

0.203141452550971
0.182966337065857
0.188918987949876
0.196557433309157
0.212307996581600

6
7
8
9
10

22.6691433588373
26.6686619960115
30.6683233409175
34.6680738224338
38.6678833468598

0.213844872384890
0.221963719432541
0.227595419858495
0.254062276091707
0.255775864818125

11
12
13
14
15

42.6677338055420
46.6676136978162
50.6675153950972
54.6674336526801
58.6673647548702

0.258305141673150
0.268979011829526
5.16919413933346
5.70154064997003
6.01132601105977

16
17
18
19
20

62.6673060011076
66.6672553849655
70.6672113869110
74.6671728366290
78.6671388192384

6.13885715305533
7.54464356506034
8.05307063572474
6.67957558471059
6.67452493041929

21
22
23
24
25

82.6671086099780
86.6670816278132
90.6670574018974
94.6670355469294
98.6670157448080

6.81299852280869
7.41341929851406
7.08393424991947
6.98132080036911
7.09333280280447

26
27
28
29
30

102.666997730881
106.666981281773
110.666966222963
114.666952271179
118.666939364293

7.27502762602279
7.21267897669174
7.26115887983902
7.37291078659779
7.75061417980774

31

122.666929977749

7.52237539617779
54

Table 12

method of root-finding
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

32
33
34
35

126.666896434982
130.667096761174
134.665158203267
138.684540865629

7.46709877462461
7.42066101750950
7.61167393657001
7.63275192636103

36
37
38
39
40

142.574706738442
147.195795307429
150.305433868265
151.153582342666
153.132700093532

8.44113016691472
40.1073966938885
41.6564999196892
35.1784616203814
39.5659061671933

41
42
43
44
45

156.808577539141
158.222500084509
160.767725603300
161.999999999996
164.727366996577

41.3049930470487
47.3566078491550
42.3760901563588
10.0902742648933
47.0800237450676

46
47
48
49
50

167.838837595084
170.000000000004
171.799277133718
173.779650701969
175.760122225444

44.5881722880783
7.40393472973602
37.4882472740422
34.9515672007942
38.5377596604771

51
52
53
54
55

178.000000000004
179.155434864516
181.999999999996
184.814866348355
186.229830594012

14.9118234696412
34.8228444168517
14.3471785763082
39.2318309711633
42.0793953024205

56
57
58
59
60

188.776867977941
189.999999999996
192.739175373863
194.720437848558
198.000000000004

45.4700882657645
8.84412837667237
46.2671118232941
40.0427229823056
6.37728296858986

61
62
63

199.815427144424
201.230778841430
203.778492328667

36.2760361184831
38.4496536397450
46.3222465478809
55

Table 12

method of root-finding
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

64
65

206.326305895354
207.741799733617

45.5510546748029
42.4509830826633

66
67
68
69
70

209.723539874761
212.837814290871
214.253437147507
216.801624609849
217.651038945914

39.9768769384662
41.6136651752369
45.3423195560644
38.5908425841866
37.8618137123962

71
72
73
74
75

220.765634961868
222.747711690467
224.729834370916
225.579329273715
226.428832288904

40.3610221613805
40.9215183970148
37.2148969579338
32.4866630017265
35.3466455118282

76
77
78
79
80

227.844688417547
229.260566385600
231.809200425562
234.357901492108
235.773874650127

34.9601755192332
35.2909475879417
42.4114543912430
41.1061330794597
39.8187671464930

81
82
83
84
85

237.756269927524
239.738702629234
242.287598102385
244.836551841074
245.686215702506

40.6214964249279
39.1638912887843
40.5262344085222
38.5381903250845
44.7291362453712

86
87
88
89
90

248.801702323602
250.217859234647
252.766982360827
253.616701458155
256.732385542034

44.4305788840345
44.3285008395327
49.2756241784239
45.1277921153854
48.0353534097549

91
92
93
94
95
96

259.848141923295
262.397448983588
263.813750259827
265.230065212289
267.779465840854
270.328908683250

50.2695901927839
48.6052095788937
40.5290161742062
40.0906528518511
41.5343137584762
42.7627740184021
56

Table 12

method of root-finding
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

97
98
99
100

271.745283583252
273.728229257222
276.844334546951
278.260764861974

44.9084814303682
43.3892330337308
42.0693121332439
52.1336880074828

101
102
103
104
105

280.810368251364
281.660244128242
284.776489373737
286.759581470237
288.742693953204

49.4602084334780
47.3179872983198
47.9201646706981
50.0254917168743
53.5432003119978

106
107
108
109
110

289.592605429029
293.275596586053
295.825398083792
298.375229962662
299.791816038158

50.6832379892995
54.7874400997316
55.2440613193843
41.0799941953901
41.2461453030788

111
112
113
114
115

301.775051576563
303.758304305190
306.308225327118
307.158205043838
309.708161930246

49.6614393969759
45.2539347151075
50.8911781924550
38.9823392402456
44.2519712706917

116
117
118
119
120

312.824811183295
314.241482437300
316.791509887527
317.641524426933
320.758266926691

41.6974314893652
49.2053521195165
42.2847099728406
55.3383206947510
50.8095011283003

121
122
123
124
125

322.741666557515
324.158388972938
325.575118264507
326.425159097332
327.841899178539

47.9798921758598
36.9530177681333
39.6530159834498
44.9942255248944
42.1080643410583

126
127
128
129

329.258645873472
331.808806280098
334.358987243611
335.775763129231

42.3582866219248
47.5337025775218
47.7021237441021
50.1403328815061
57

Table 12

method of root-finding
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

130

337.759259577211

45.8455505646183

131
132
133
134
135

339.742767715998
342.293009264603
344.843269260286
345.693359942594
348.810375920200

49.2365387321667
46.2131274881341
44.0678718058920
42.6460893634912
49.3533690874679

136
137
138
139
140

350.227209939446
352.777524361499
353.627632876339
356.744712949443
358.728321808187

52.0100267029611
51.3471867682981
43.6706457306714
51.9974598980156
50.5798562481330

141
142
143
144
145

362.412191783154
363.829073288115
365.245959381230
367.796365709333
370.346786337006

47.2444826217176
50.6069714418458
58.2151198970852
48.6901447144258
49.0301868973219

146
147
148
149
150

371.763692734953
373.747368812584
375.731053054444
378.281515970186
380.831991805447

49.0116463763757
46.6936207512464
48.4881896375425
45.5421230653373
49.7413873661378

58

Table 13. Results from asymptotic formulae (Newman 1969) calculations of eigenvalue in
MATLAB
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

1
2
3
4
5

2.70107258777422
6.67898878895949
10.6733757353146
14.6710777586820
18.6698716719259

0.00610859126154595
0.00446200130896294
0.00608664843168744
0.00442162650202328
0.00445410189021388

6
7
8
9
10

22.6691432917384
26.6686619684217
30.6683233281286
34.6680738159418
38.6678833433210

0.00436837856823328
0.00443771791058619
0.00441723793605157
0.00436077172054899
0.00444269161868745

11
12
13
14
15

42.6677338034992
46.6676136965799
50.6675153943190
54.6674336521735
58.6673647545307

0.00625282879648259
0.00437627798698234
0.00438564026105531
0.00443947333697487
0.00434321745666218

16
17
18
19
20

62.6673060008742
66.6672553848015
70.6672113867934
74.6671728365432
78.6671388191749

0.00451349381636426
0.00460711655709393
0.00428324038838224
0.00610069184279689
0.00457288574251464

21
22
23
24
25

82.6671086099302
86.6670816277767
90.6670574018689
94.6670355469115
98.6670157448011

0.00439207682448047
0.00486574937835963
0.00500208749454721
0.00565101011622971
0.00768847501135907

26
27
28
29
30

102.666997730764
106.666981282763
110.666966213314
114.666952363097
118.666939595925

0.00615189177913342
0.00702316841004888
0.00445761274299124
0.00656763526218610
0.00583913331088338

31

122.666927794743

0.00477563749040733
59

Table 13. Results from asymptotic formulae (Newman 1969) calculations of eigenvalue in
MATLAB
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

32
33
34
35

126.666916858426
130.666906699190
134.666897240492
138.666888415308

0.00451817495340074
0.00459482857237316
0.00444971332424218
0.00620162886014606

36
37
38
39
40

142.666880164718
146.666872436730
150.666865185309
154.666858369552
158.666851953009

0.00431483806337850
0.00446580473280509
0.00445146875063086
0.00432244491106279
0.00446580473280509

41
42
43
44
45

162.666845903094
166.666840190598
170.666834789265
174.666829675436
178.666824827737

0.00433005175874707
0.00444766532678871
0.00608606328955788
0.00447487443581327
0.00429699122842691

46
47
48
49
50

182.666820226815
186.666815855107
190.666811696642
194.666807736864
198.666803962486

0.00476832321378782
0.00469869130037013
0.00444415447401135
0.00479143632790546
0.00469225473694497

51
52
53
54
55

202.666800361350
206.666796922316
210.666793635158
214.666790490472
218.666787479597

0.00689414457048081
0.00712117971675025
0.00741872448963172
0.00757788314887215
0.00698396388736833

56
57
58
59
60

222.666784594546
226.666781827940
230.666779172951
234.666776623256
238.666774172989

0.00444298418975223
0.00448423670988624
0.00443303677354970
0.00602667136340749
0.00437598541591756

61
62
63

242.666771816703
246.666769549332
250.666767366158

0.00445644245873212
0.00434497288305086
0.00433765860643136
60

Table 13. Results from asymptotic formulae (Newman 1969) calculations of eigenvalue in
MATLAB
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

64
65

254.666765262785
258.666763235110

0.00471800099064563
0.00429611351523257

66
67
68
69
70

262.666761279302
266.666759391774
270.666757569173
274.666755808354
278.666754106368

0.00473526268346766
0.00635230295850786
0.00463081481334112
0.00425193528445076
0.00439851338790564

71
72
73
74
75

282.666752460446
286.666750867988
290.666749326546
294.666747833817
298.666746387632

0.00443332934461448
0.00434936144902256
0.00439646539045218
0.00429845408375081
0.00598366341688480

76
77
78
79
80

302.666744985944
306.666743626824
310.666742308447
314.666741029092
318.666739787129

0.00445293160595476
0.00441753050711635
0.00429611351523257
0.00439295453767481
0.00429231009139042

81
82
83
84
85

322.666738581017
326.666737409294
330.666736270577
334.666735163554
338.666734086980

0.00438739568744399
0.00443245163142014
0.00598863712498607
0.00438681054531443
0.00466914162282733

86
87
88
89
90

342.666733039671
346.666732020505
350.666731028413
354.666730062380
358.666729121439

0.00443274420248492
0.00454889491520267
0.00464807650616316
0.00436750085503894
0.00460185027792788

91
92
93
94
95
96

362.666728204668
366.666727311192
370.666726440172
374.666725590812
378.666724762349
382.666723954058

0.00607728615761447
0.00447399672261893
0.00433005175874707
0.00447224129623025
0.00442894077864278
0.00434731345156910
61

Table 13. Results from asymptotic formulae (Newman 1969) calculations of eigenvalue in
MATLAB
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

97
98
99
100

386.666723165244
390.666722395243
394.666721643421
398.666720909171

0.00441518993859811
0.00432654090596971
0.00447487443581327
0.00616476490598375

101
102
103
104
105

402.666720191911
406.666719491087
410.666718806164
414.666718136633
418.666717482004

0.00496990467742138
0.00457815202168069
0.00471244214041480
0.00494532870797985
0.00452431894576113

106
107
108
109
110

422.666716841808
426.666716215594
430.666715602930
434.666715003402
438.666714416610

0.00533327793987840
0.00581923847847833
0.00676424301771840
0.00449359898395921
0.00436720828397416

111
112
113
114
115

442.666713842172
446.666713279719
450.666712728897
454.666712189366
458.666711660798

0.00440641280665470
0.00438300712147229
0.00438710311637921
0.00442981849183712
0.00431103463953636

116
117
118
119
120

462.666711142877
466.666710635300
470.666710137774
474.666709650017
478.666709171758

0.00607845644187359
0.00443479219993838
0.00432127462680366
0.00433239232726531
0.00443713276845663

121
122
123
124
125

482.666708702733
486.666708242692
490.666707791389
494.666707348591
498.666706914068

0.00433414775365399
0.00439588024832262
0.00444766532678871
0.00626336135481468
0.00446638987493465

126
127
128
129

502.666706487604
506.666706068984
510.666705658006
514.666705254471

0.00456089032885865
0.00453309607770453
0.00447545957794283
0.00462467082098074
62

Table 13. Results from asymptotic formulae (Newman 1969) calculations of eigenvalue in
MATLAB
n

n

Computation Time (sec)

130

518.666704858189

0.00436633057077982

131
132
133
134
135

522.666704468974
526.666704086647
530.666703711037
534.666703341975
538.666702979301

0.00441167908582075
0.00614106664973655
0.00437832598443580
0.00431279006592504
0.00445497960340822

136
137
138
139
140

542.666702622856
546.666702272489
550.666701928053
554.666701589407
558.666701256411

0.00440933851730251
0.00440758309091383
0.00443771791058619
0.00427621868282751
0.00605943932266288

141
142
143
144
145

562.666700928932
566.666700606841
570.666700290012
574.666699978322
578.666699671654

0.00442074878882894
0.00432361519532191
0.00438915111383267
0.00484292883530677
0.00451173838997558

146
147
148
149
150

582.666699369892
586.666699072926
590.666698780647
594.666698492950
598.666698209734

0.00457025260293162
0.00476627521633436
0.00630636930133737
0.00434555802518042
0.00466680105430909

63

